
How To Catch Pokelon NFTs

On $POKELON and $ELONBALLS
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Every day, we give away holographic NFTs to the 

community!  There are different types everyday!

#METHOD 1 GIVEAWAYS

General: Anyone can enter these giveaways, as long as you have 0.25 BNB 

of $ELONBALLS or $POKELON.

 

Satoshiball: You must own a Satoshi Ball in order to enter these giveaways. 

They can be farmed or purchased on the Elonballs Farm.

 

Top Level: These are for people on the chat leaderboard. You can level up 

by posting frequently and use potions from the farm to jump ahead to 

higher levels! Join Golden Hours one hour before giveaways for huge 

bonuses.

 

Whales: These are for the Top 50 holders of the token.
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Holders can stake their tokens and earn points to claim 

Pokelon NFTs.  You earn one point for every token staked for 

24 hours. 

Common, uncommon, rare and holographic Pokelon can 

appear on the farm, so check frequently!

 

You can stake and unstake at any time, so this is the easiest 

and most guaranteed way to get NFTs!

METHOD #2 Farming
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If you manage to get a Pokelon NFT, check to see if it can 

evolve!

 

You can bring your NFT to the Elonmart and evolve your 

Pokelon to the next stage. https://t.me/elonmart

 

However, your Pokelon will require a Moon Stone or Mars 

Stone in order to evolve! These can be found on the farm.

 

Best part? You get to keep your old NFT and your newly 

evolved one!

What do NFTs do? Evolve!
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Learn more at Pokelon.Finance

We are currently developing a Telegram-based game that 

will allow holders to battle their NFTs!

In the meantime, try to earn powerful cards and build your 

roster, because we'll be giving cash rewards to winners of 

the upcoming Pokelon Tournaments!

What do NFTs do? Battle!
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